SAFETY RULES

!Please make sure you and your guests have a liability waiver on file with Green Tree. If you do
not have a liability waiver on file with Green Tree management, you are NOT ALLOWED to ride
or work with a horse.

!If you are a guest trainer, you MUST have a certificate of liability insurance on file with Green
Tree.
!NO SMOKING
!NO ALCOHOL
!Keep all gates and doors closed upon entering AND leaving an arena.
!No dogs in the arenas.
!Announce your intent to enter or leave an arena.
!Turn out in arenas is allowed only after consulting other boarders in the area, and only if there
are no objections. Absolutely no turnout allowed while other horses are in the arena.
!Cue quietly. Voice commands, kissing, and smooching should be done quietly so as not to
interfere with other riders. Instructors should keep their voices low or use radio devices to
communicate with their students so that everyone can enjoy their riding experiences

!Be courteous, clear the arena of jumps, cones, poles or any other obstacles after each use.
!Mount out of the way of riders.
!
SAFETY ETIQUETTE
!Pass oncoming riders left shoulder to left shoulder. Pass horses going in the same direction as
you would in a car. Passing on the left.
!Fast moving horses to the outside of the arena, slower moving horses and horses practicing
slow or in-place maneuvers to the inside of the arena.
!Be courteous to other riders by letting them know what you intend to do, by keeping your

movements predictable, and by asking someone when you are unsure of what they are planning
to do.

!If possible, keep a horse length between you and other horses.
!Be aware and extend courtesy to timid riders, those riding young or green horses, and to
anyone who appears to be having a problem with their horse.
!If you lunge your horse in the arena, make sure your horse is under control so that its behavior
does not excite the horses being ridden.
!Treat all other riders and horses with respect. Try to get along with everyone.

